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Chapter 1 : NHI is a known Bucket Wheel Excavator Manufacturer
Bucket-wheel excavators (BWEs) are heavy equipment used in surface mining. The primary function of BWEs is to act
as a continuous digging machine in large-scale open-pit mining operations, removing thousands of tons of overburden a
day.

These excavators function in large scale digging operations such as open pit mining as a machine for
continuous digging. This type of excavators are different from other excavators for large scale mining like
bucket chain excavators because they scoop materials using buckets placed in a continuous pattern within a
large wheel. Bucket Wheel Excavators are considered to be one of the largest vehicles ever built by man. The
superstructure is the most important component of a bucket wheel excavator and several other components are
attached to it. The bucket wheel is a large wheel of large size with different scoop configurations. These
configurations can rotate and are attached to a boom. The cutting wheel picks up materials and transfers them
back along its boom. In previous designs, materials were transferred through chutes originating from the
buckets. Nowadays, the same function is accomplished by one stationary chute that collects the discharge from
all of the buckets. The cutting boom is balanced by a counterweight boom, and the same is cantilevered on the
upper or lower end of the superstructure. In case of larger bucket wheel excavators, there are cables that run
across the towers, providing support to all three booms. The movement system of a bucket wheel excavator
lies beneath its superstructure. Rails were used for this purpose in the older machines. However, the advanced
models use crawlers for a greater flexibility in terms of motion. BWEs also have a vertical axis that allows the
superstructure of the machine to rotate and complete its tasks. Depending on the application intended, bucket
wheel excavators are available in different sizes. The boom length for the larger models can be as high as 80
meters and their weight can be approximately 13, tons. Bucket wheel excavators are used in surface mining
applications where overburden removal is required on a continuous basis. These jobs were previously
accomplished using draglines and rope shovels. However, bucket wheel excavators are now the most reliable
alternatives because of their extraordinary efficiency. We take this opportunity to thanks all readers of this
post. In this blog, we regularly come up with informative discussions on topics relating to different types of
excavators. Please visit again for more similar posts.
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Chapter 2 : What Are Bucket Wheel Excavators And How Do They Work ? | Natparts
The Bagger is a giant bucket-wheel excavator built in Germany in It requires a crew of five to operate and can move
over million cubic feet of earth per day.

Play media Bucket-wheel excavator in the open-pit mining Garzweiler Video, 1: BWEs have also advanced
with respect to the extreme conditions in which they are now capable of operating. Developers are now
moving their focus toward automation and the use of electrical power. The bucket wheel from which the
machines get their name is a large, round wheel with a configuration of scoops which is fixed to a boom and is
capable of rotating. Material picked up by the cutting wheel is transferred back along the boom. In early
cell-type bucket wheels, the material was transferred through a chute leading from each bucket, while newer
cell-less and semi-cell designs use a stationary chute through which all of the buckets discharge. A
counterweight boom balances the cutting boom and is cantilevered either on the lower part of the
superstructure in the case of compact BWEs or the upper part in the case of mid-size C-frame BWEs. In the
larger BWEs, all three booms are supported by cables running across towers at the top of the superstructure.
On older models these would be rails for the machine to travel along, but newer BWEs are frequently
equipped with crawlers , which grant them increased flexibility of motion. To allow it to complete its duties,
the superstructure of a BWE is capable of rotating about a vertical axis slewing. The cutting boom can be
tilted up and down hoisting. Slewing is driven by large gears, while hoisting generally makes use of a cable
system. They use their cutting wheels to strip away a section of earth the working block dictated by the size of
the excavator. Through hoisting, the working block can include area both above and below the level of the
machine the bench level. By slewing, the excavator can reach through a horizontal range. The overburden is
then delivered to the discharge boom, which transfers the cut earth to another machine for transfer to a
spreader. This may be a fixed belt conveyor system or a mobile conveyor with crawlers similar to those found
on the BWE. Mobile conveyors permanently attached to the excavator take the burden of directing the
material off of the operator. Automation[ edit ] Automation of the BWEs requires integrating many sensors
and electrical components such as GPS , data acquisition systems, and online monitoring capabilities. The goal
of these systems is to take away some of the work from the operators in order to achieve higher mining speeds.
Project managers and operators are now able to track crucial data regarding the BWEs and other machinery in
the mining operations via the Internet. Sensors can detect how much material is being scooped onto the
conveyor belt, and the automation system can then vary the speed on the conveyor belts in order to feed a
continuous amount of material. Applications[ edit ] Bucket wheel excavators and bucket chain excavators take
jobs that were previously accomplished by rope shovels and draglines. They have been replaced in most
applications by hydraulic excavators , but still remain in use for very large-scale operations, where they can be
used for the transfer of loose materials or the excavation of soft to semi-hard overburden. They are useful in
this capacity for their ability to continuously deliver large volumes of materials to processors, which is
especially important given the continuous demand for lignite. Because of the great demand for lignite, lignite
mining has also been one of the areas of greatest development for BWEs. The additions of automated systems
and greater manoeuvrability, as well as components designed for the specific application, have increased the
reliability and efficiency with which BWEs deliver materials. Bucket wheel reclaimers are used to pick up
material that has been positioned by a stacker for transport to a processing plant. In shipyards, bucket wheels
are used for the continuous loading and unloading of ships, where they pick up material from the yard for
transfer to the delivery system. Heap leaching entails constructing stacks of crushed ore, through which a
solvent is passed to extract valuable materials. The construction and removal of the heaps are an obvious
application of stacking and reclaiming technology. Manufacturers and market[ edit ] Few companies are
willing or able to manufacture the massive, expensive gears required for BWEs. However, these machines
were built to last indefinitely under continuous heavy use, and strip mining is now ecologically unpopular, so
there is little demand for new machines. The manufacturers of BWEs and similar mining systems now receive
some revenue from maintenance and refurbishing projects, but also produce large steel parts for other
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purposes. Unex has also made a BWE for extraction of diamonds from the Siberian permafrost.
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Chapter 3 : Bucket wheel excavator - Open-pit mining | ABB
information about the largest excavators in the world.

The primary function of wheel excavators is to act as a continuous digging machine in large-scale open pit
mining operations. What sets wheel excavator apart from other large-scale mining equipment, such as bucket
chain excavators, is their use of a large wheel consisting of a continuous pattern of buckets used to scoop
material as the wheel turns. They are among the largest vehicles ever constructed, and the biggest bucketwheel excavator ever built, Bagger , is the largest terrestrial land vehicle in human history according to the
Guinness Book of World Records. Structure A bucket wheel excavator BWE consists of a superstructure to
which several more components are fixed. The bucket wheel from which the machines get their name is a
large, round wheel with a configuration of scoops which is fixed to a boom and is capable of rotating. Material
picked up by the cutting wheel is transferred back along the boom. In early cell-type bucket wheels, the
material was transferred through a chute leading from each bucket, while newer cell-less and semi-cell designs
use a stationary chute through which all of the buckets discharge. A counterweight boom balances the cutting
boom and is cantilevered either on the lower part of the superstructure in the case of compact BWEs or the
upper part in the case of mid-size C-frame BWEs. In the larger BWEs, all three booms are supported by cables
running across towers at the top of the superstructure. On older models these would be rails for the machine to
travel along, but newer BWEs are frequently equipped with crawlers, which grant them increased flexibility of
motion. To allow it to complete its duties, the superstructure of a BWE is capable of rotating about a vertical
axis slewing. The cutting boom can be tilted up and down hoisting. Slewing is driven by large gears, while
hoisting generally makes use of a cable system. The scale of wheel excavator varies drastically and is
dependent on the intended application. They use their cutting wheels to strip away a section of earth the
working block dictated by the size of the excavator. Through hoisting, the working block can include area both
above and below the level of the machine the bench level. By slewing, the excavator can reach through a
horizontal range. The overburden is then delivered to the discharge boom, which transfers the cut earth to
another machine for transfer to a spreader. This may be a fixed belt conveyer system or a mobile conveyer
with crawlers similar to those found on the BWE. Mobile conveyers permanently attached to the excavator
takes the burden of directing the material off of the operator. Having established our brand all around the
globe.
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Chapter 4 : Category:Bucket-wheel excavators - Wikimedia Commons
The bucket wheel head consisting of a 2 x kW bucket wheel gearbox, a single-web bucket wheel, a bucket wheel shaft
and a dual diaphragm support was entirely manufactured in the TAKRAF Lauchhammer workshop.

The prototype Unlike the other three large Technic sets released this summer, this one is not based on a
real-life machine. Its design is certainly influenced by real BWEs but it looks nothing like any that I have been
able to find pictures of. Take a look at some images yourself and see if you can fine one. I have not built it
because instructions are not yet available on LEGO. There are just two new parts in the set: Construction
Instructions are provided in a single page book with construction split over steps. Thankfully parts are in
numbered bags. I know some people relish the additional challenge that having all pieces to sift through would
provide but I am not one of them! This one has a revised cab and front, and no engine, but the unloading
mechanism, operated by twisting the black gear on the side, is the same. The gear in the centre of the circle
drives the tracks. After steps and about 3. Next to be added is the lower conveyer belt. Bags numbered six
builds the business end of the machine and this is the most time consuming of the eight bags, taking around 1.
Here you can see the innards before they are hidden by the top panel. Now, by this point the model has
become so big that it no longer fits on my regular photography table so I was unable to take more photos until
I had something bigger. However, we still have not finished construction At the end of bags 7 the model is
functionally complete and can be tested and I urge you to do so because if there is any debugging to be done it
will be more easily achieved now. Bags 8 add the cab, bodywork, walkways, lights and other cosmetic details.
Overall, the build time for the entire model is around 7 hours. The arm is 75cm long. It stands 45cm high.
There are a lot of nice finishing touches: The machine is powered by a single large PF motor mounted at the
end of the arm. Operation is fairly simple: When you have selected one or the other, you can then choose
forwards or backwards movement right lever below or clockwise or anticlockwise rotation left lever of the
body. Whichever you choose, the bucket wheel always rotates in the same direction. Also, it needs fresh
batteries. Anything less than full power from the motor will result in nothing much happening at all.
Remember what I said about testing after bags 7? I did just that and found that the bucket wheel barely moved
and kept juddering. It was perhaps not surprising given that the single motor is driving two conveyers, the
huge great bucket wheel which is driven via the upper conveyer and rotating the body as well. There was just
too much friction in the system which was causing the two white slip gears that you can see in the picture of
the open gearbox above to continually slip rather than drive the output axle. The solution was to replace the
slip gears with regular ones, the two large grey gears at the top of the picture immediately above. Now the
bucket wheel moves more smoothly, but still not perhaps as smoothly as I would like. Of course, should the
mechanism jam or stall for whatever reason the lack of slip gears in the drive chain puts the motor at risk of
damage but given they are a commodity item I am not too worried about that. The arm and thus the bucket
wheel can be raised and lowered manually using the black gear on the side of the body which you can see
below. You can also see in this picture the three axles that transfer power from the upper part of the machine
to the lower part. The exit from the belt would usually be placed above an awaiting truck to collect the rocks.
But, if you have enabled arm rotation, the lower conveyer would rotate as well resulting in the the rocks
missing the truck. To solve this problem it is possible to lock the lower conveyer belt so that it remains
stationary even as the arm rotates which keeps it in position above the truck. This feature is enabled using the
gearbox lever at the back: Once rocks are in a bucket though, the machine works well although it does
occasionally get jammed up causing it to grind to a halt. The bucket drops the rocks down the chute onto the
conveyer which transports them along the arm. The roof of the cab can be lifted but the seats are too small for
a minifigure to sit on them. Verdict Unfortunately, I have to say, I am disappointed with its operation. Also, its
size -- while impressive -- will make it difficult for many people, myself included, to display. I am therefore
not able to wholeheartedly recommend this set: Die-hard Technic fans will want it regardless but if you are on
the fence or have limited funds, there are much better Technic sets released this year that I would buy before
this one. You can skip past the unboxing and construction to 17m 30s to see the machine in operation. Have
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you built it? What do you think? Does yours work okay? Let us know in the comments. Thanks to the LEGO
community team for providing the set for review.
Chapter 5 : Bucket wheel excavator, Bucket wheel digger - All industrial manufacturers - Videos
I bought this truck for my grandson after he read about bucket wheel excavators in his "Big Machines" book. This trucks
makes sounds, has a spinning bucket wheel that really throws sand/dirt into the truck bed, and has a way to disengage
the bucket wheel action to roll the truck across the sand/dirt without adding more to the load in the truck bed.

Chapter 6 : Bucket-wheel excavator - Simple English Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Bucket Wheel Excavator is rated out of 5 by Rated 5 out of 5 by Moyen from Amazing buildning experience So, my 5
year old son got to choose any model from the lego catalogue, and he ended up selecting the largest of them all.

Chapter 7 : Bucket Wheel Excavator: calendrierdelascience.com
This mod adds 3 Tiers of Bucket wheel Excavators- Basically very big Mining drills. With 80 item/s and up to 5 Module
Slots, they do fit for any mining task.

Chapter 8 : wheel excavator,China wheel excavator Manufacturer
Search for used bucket wheel excavators. Find Caterpillar, John Deere, Hitachi, Gradall, JCB, Volvo, Hyundai, Terex,
Badger, Kaiser for sale on Machinio.

Chapter 9 : Review: Bucket Wheel Excavator | Brickset: LEGO set guide and database
Sandvik's PE/1x15 is a bucket-wheel excavator that is made to strip overburden and mine coal, lignite and various soft
minerals continuously. It has the.
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